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“Where Your Patronage Is Never Taken For Granted!”

Happy New Year!
Let’s bring back the KIND in mankind.
We hope all of you had a chance to find some peace
this holiday season. 2020 was quite the task. This last
year really challenged our spirit. Feelings of
powerlessness, indecision, disbelief and of course,
anger. It seemed like throughout this year we reached
to blame rather than to give gratitude. Bay Cities was
blessed with the opportunity to feed those in need.
Gratitude it seems is an action word; one that needs
to be paid forward for full value. Assembling the
family boxes was a way for us to pay it forward.
Placing boxes of food in folks’ cars that were
actually their homes, really put life in perspective.
Our crew, without a doubt, is the most caring and
devoted bunch anywhere. What was asked of them
seemed to be impossible. For the drivers, their routes
changed daily. Load a truck and make the deliveries
so you can come back load your truck again with
food boxes and deliver those. Clean and sanitize your
truck multiple times a day. The process folks are
busy doing our “normal” needs, but hurry we have
food boxes to make. And, it is not just to make food
boxes, it’s to make a beautiful food box. Folks going
through hard times deserve a box made with care.
When our turn was over with the USDA Food Box
program, Pastor L.J. afforded us another opportunity
to keep our people busy, paying it forward. Pastor
L.J. represents scores of ministries and non-profits in
the bay area. Our office staff is simply remarkable.

To say that the food boxes present some accounting
challenges is an understatement. What part of “YOU
CAN’T DO IT THAT WAY” do you not
understand? Soon to be our new office motto. With
all the pressure these times brought, it helped pay it
forward. Under the direction of Jolynn, the office
transformed into a winter wonder land. Thanks all.
Then there are the buyers. Come in, sit down, have
some coffee, make a few calls, and arrange shipping.
What is the big deal? We are constantly changing the
ingredients in the boxes to keep them special.
Yesterday we used Tangerines and today, I think we
should use Oranges. The buyers can just wave a
magic wand and swap it out, right? Not quite. It’s
easy to forget that some of the products take a twoday ride to get here. Somehow the buyers get it done.
Thanks much folks. Gratitude does take a little work
but it’s getting easier. It starts about 2:30 each
morning when I walk up to the building and see the
lights on. I know at least one bill was paid. I go over
each order every day. Each order is a gift from
someone who to is fighting battles too and has helped
us through another day. Our customers tireless
efforts are what keep our spirits alive.

Steve Del Masso
President
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Broccoli – Theoretically, I can order in a
load of Broccoli from any one of three different
growing areas: Yuma, AZ, Santa Maria, CA and
Nogales, Mexico. My preference and default
position is, of course, to support California
growers. Quality and costs are the key factors
in making my decision.

Red & Green Cabbage – Santa Maria
and Oxnard are my immediate and “go to”
sources for stellar quality Red and Green
Cabbage. I look upon Salinas grown Cabbage
as a secondary source.

Red, Green, Butter, & Iceberg
Lettuce – The Arizona Lettuce season is
poking along quite well and doing so without
a great concern of some sort of impending
doom and gloom weather problems. All four
Lettuce varieties are looking beautiful and are
competitively priced in comparison to a year
ago. Unless some type of freak weather
system makes a run through Yuma, prices
should hold fast for January and easily into
February.

Romaine

& ❤️❤️❤️’s of Romaine –

The annual tradition with Romaine Lettuce is,
as soon as we get past the last holiday of the
year, it magically becomes more affordable.
This year appears to be no exception.
December was a tough month sourcing a
sufficient quantity of Hearts of Romaine for all
of our customers. Now that we are in a new
month and New Year, demand will slack off
and prices will swiftly decline.

Cauliflower – Supply levels of beautiful
looking heads of Cauliflower from the Yuma
and Santa Maria/Oxnard growing areas are
abundant and consistent. I am anticipating
reasonable prices throughout the month of
January.

Brussel Sprouts –
The supply line of local grown Sprouts from
the Salinas and Watsonville areas has emptied
out. All of our current inventory is piggy
backing Lettuce shipments arriving from
Yuma. If by chance and circumstance Yuma
growers fall behind, I can tap growers in Baja,
Mexico for an order or two.

Celery – With the arrival of a new year and
the holiday season behind us, demand for
Celery is in the doldrums which should keep
prices in the reasonable zone.

Green Onions – I send my thanks and
appreciation to all Green Onion growers in
Mexico. They did an outstanding job in 2020.
We are being assured prices shall remain
steady during the month of January and sizing
a bit larger.

Red & Yellow Onions – We exclusively
use a jumbo size Onion here at Bay Cities
Produce. Quality is excellent and supplies are
good.
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Root Vegetables – Now is the time of
year to have some fun challenging yourself to
see what new and amazing creations you can
conjure up using Roots. There are many to
choose from: Salsify, Rutabaga, Turnips,
Purple Turnips, Red Beets, Golden Beets,
Chioggia Beets, Celery Root and Burdock
Root.
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Oranges – The 2020-2021 Navel Orange
crop/harvest is shaping up to be one of the
best in a number of years. Fresno growers are
saying their trees are packed with sweet
Oranges of all sizes.

Russet Potatoes – No price changes
are anticipated for the month of January. If
anything, we may even see prices step back a
tick or two.
Cara Cara and Blood Oranges are now in
abundance and delicious.
Clementine supply should be sufficient.
Tangerine (Mandarin) Oranges are still around
and super sweet. They sure are a wonderful
citrus. Satsuma’s are done and the rest should
just around finish out by the time we get to the
first week of February.

Small Potatoes Fingerling – In spite
of a significant upswing in demand for the
funny shaped tubers, Bakersfield growers are
filling every order.

Yams & Sweet Potatoes – Year to
year inventory levels are down, but so is
overall demand. This pencils out to steady
prices over the next few months.

California Grapefruit – The California
Grapefruit season is still quite viable very
sweet product around. Texas growers are
actively pushing their fruit but it’s a no go as
long as there is local good quality fruit around.

LEMONS – The L1 growing region just
outside Fresno is now up to peak production
mode and the quality of what is being shipped
to us is exceptional. Each Lemon is almost
perfect in shape, color, flavor and firmness.

Jumbo Carrots – We are sourcing based
on value and size. Currently we are bringing
product in from Canada. When domestic
product gets to the size we are looking for, we
will bring them in from Arizona or Bakersfield.

Potatoes of Color – With the bitterly
cold weather settling in the NW, all the pretty
tubers are nicely stored in their chambers for
the season. Looks like January will be a good
time to highlight Red, Yukon (Yellow) and
White Potatoes.
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EGGPLANT – is in abundance coming from
Mexico and demand is close to being nonexistent.

Red, Green, & Yellow, Bell Peppers –
For all three colors, pricing and availability should
remain stable. Growers are able to pick greens
and let ripen exactly what they need to, to fill
orders.

CHILI PEPPERS – I believe that January
will be a duplicate of December. Good supply and
pricing. The forecast looks good.

Round & Roma TOMATOES –
Sourcing Round Tomatoes went from being a
supply miracle to a nightmare that I can’t quite
seem to wake up from. I’ve reached out to every
single grower/shipper I know and here is a
synopsis. CA season came to an end, Mexico
season is a bit slow to start and Florida product
cannot supply the entire country. By the middle of
the month, Mexico should be up to full speed,
supplies will be better and pricing will come off.
Roma Tomatoes – are looking good. Plentiful and
an easy buy. All Romas are originating out of
Central Mexico.

Varietal

TOMATOES

(SMALL)

–

Light to short supply continues to plague all
Varietal Tomato growers. The availability of Sweet
100s and Yellow Pears are almost zero. Mixed
medley is another pack that is suffering in the
supply category. It may take most of January
before prices settle down and supply ramps up.
Until then, please call ahead prior to ordering..

BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS – The
Green Bean supply sure made a drastic
improvement
immediately
following
the
Thanksgiving Holiday. Beans are in abundance!
Quality is phenomenal and prices are very
reasonable.

CORN – The California fresh Corn season
ended and any and all White and Yellow Corn is
coming up from Mexico. Supply is plentiful but
prices are very, very high.

CUCUMBERS – January is looking to be a
strong month for Cukes. Good supply. Great
quality. Minimal fluctuations in price.
The “Hot House” Cucumber season in Santa
Maria is commencing. My first calls for English
Cukes are made to Santa Maria shippers and if
there aren’t available, I bring in the absolute bare
minimum from Mexico.

SQUASH – With the Holiday season behind

LIMES – With restaurants and bars essentially

us, I am expecting Squash prices to tumble down
to normal levels. It may take all of 7 days for it to
happen.

shuttered, demand is at an all-time low for this
time of the year. Lime prices continue to pace
along at very reasonable levels.

Squash (Organic &
Conventional) – The early and sudden end

MARADOL PAPAYAS - Mexico –

Butternut

of the domestic Organic Butternut Squash season
shocked everyone. We had to make a quick
switch to Mexico grown Squash weeks earlier
than previously anticipated.
Thankfully, the
season in Mexico started early which saved us.

Sound quality, abundant supply and steady prices
continue to be a way of life for Maradol Papayas
out of Mexico.

AVOCADOS – There continues to be plenty
of choices with the whole range of sizes and
quality levels. January and through the playoffs
and Super Bowl week, prices are expected to
remain steady and reasonable.
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Sal’s Produce
Snapshot

Spring Mix, Baby Leaf & CelloPack – All Spring Mixes, Baby Leaf and Cello Pack
items are fresh, crisp and showing off a full array of
healthy colors.
For the next while, I will continue to group the four
items below together. With the growing season well
underway in Yuma, they all seem to closely mirror
each other.
• GREEN LEAF CROWNS & BETTER BURGER
LEAF
• BROCCOLINI - ASPIRATION
• BROCCOLI FLORETS
• CAULIFLOWER FLORETS
Current supply, quality and prices are right where we
like to see them.

Grapes – With the inevitable end of another
highly treasured California Grape season, I now must
redirect my keen buying senses on what is arriving
from Peru and Chile and grab the best of the best. My
initial findings have Peru Grapes a notch or two larger
and a tad sweeter than Chile Grapes. For the first week
of the month we will continue to pull local product
from storage.

Apples & Pears –
If I was challenged to find an Apple that was not
crunchy and packed with flavor, I would throw up my
hands and accept defeat. I’ve sampled a sizeable
number of varieties and came away with positive
thoughts about all of them.
The availability of the more elegant and delicate
varieties of Pears are sparse and what can be found
have a marginal shelf life and harbor potential quality
issues. From here on out, I will bring in D’Anjou Pears
from the Northwest that are currently residing in
carefully monitored CE warehouses.
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Mangos – There is as good chance I will bring in
Mangos from three different countries: 1st Ecuador.
2nd Peru. And maybe, the last week of the month,
Kents from Mexico.

Melons

– The transition from Mexico

Cantaloupes to Guatemala grown has transpired and
for the next stretch we will be pulling from countries
in that general region.
For the next 4 months, I will be sourcing Honeydew
Melons from Mexico and a smattering of other
“offshore” countries.

Mexico Watermelons – I apologize for
my negativity, but I am not a big fan of the
Watermelons I’ve sampled from Mexico.
Quality,
color and flavor is fair to mediocre at best.

Heirloom

Tomatoes

–

The
preponderance of Heirloom Tomatoes on the market
are coming up from Baja, Mexico. Quality is sound and
flavor is good.

Cutting Edge
O-rganics®
………. solely about organically grown produce.

The vast majority of our Wet Leaf
O-rganics® are coming in from Yuma. Large
and small organic produce growers in
Salinas continue to play a significant role in
supplying us with the more robust and
hardier items like Kale and the various
Chards and Collards. Santa Maria is a
good source and we tap their offerings as
the need arises.
Organic growers in Central and Baja,
Mexico continue to do an outstanding job
providing us with Bell Peppers, Cucumbers,
Squash, Tomatoes and much more!
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Juan’s Supplemental
Today’s and Tomorrow’s News
I am pleased to announce an additional member to our
existing group of buyers, Juan Melendez. He may be
somewhat new as a buyer, but Juan is not new to Bay
Cities Produce. He’s been with us for a few years and has
diligently worked his way up in the organization through
hard work and dogged determination. He has shown an
insatiable drive to learn and grow in this business and has
yearned for the opportunity to become a buyer. So, as you
can see, this month, he is making his grand debut. Over
time, he will be given additional responsibilities and serve
as a backup for our current cache of buyers. I am
confident he will complement the outstanding group of
highly knowledgeable and experienced buyers that make
up the dynamic Bay Cities Produce team.
Steve Del Masso

Asparagus – By the time this newsletter
reaches you via USPS or is posted on our
Website, Asparagus prices should be in
decline. In addition to this good bit of news, I
am finding no quality differences between
large, jumbo and standard. All sizes are
beautiful.

RASP, BLUE & BLACK BERRIES –
The Raspberries hitting are dock are quite
respectable with good flavor and color.
Unfortunately, all of the positive news is being
tempered by a trifling supply. Kudos to all of
the growers in Mexico trying to keep the
pipeline full. The only reason prices are not
out of control is because demand is
somewhere between negligible and minimal.
Blueberry prices are expected to jump up and
down all month. They are being packed in 6oz.
baskets and are arriving from the Southern
Hemisphere, Peru. Quality is not going to be
an issue in January, but inconsistent pricing
may become a factor of note.
The Oxnard Blackberry season is going to last
one more week and then everything will be
sourced from Mexico. Initial prices I am being
quoted are a bit higher than I feel they should
be. I am quite skeptical they are going to hold
fast at their current levels which is motivating
me to wait and see and buy the absolute
minimum.

STRAW BERRIES – We are presently using
Snow & Sugar Snap Peas –
Supply improvements of Mexico Snow Peas
has made the current buying situation almost
ideal. Quality is excellent, color is a nice deep
green, and each Snow Pea has a crisp firm
texture.
“Stringless” Snap Peas have closely mirrored
the travails and supply rebound as Snow Peas.
I am now able to source beautiful Stringless
Snaps from both Mexico and Guatemala.

Strawberries out of Oxnard. Considering all of
the weather issues, holiday demands and
labor shortages they have worked through
over the past 30-45 days, I feel appreciative for
the marvelous job they have done keeping us
supplied with darn good-looking Strawberries.
Their current crop may get us through the
whole month without the need to fill in with
Mexico product! My fingers are crossed.
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JEFF’S TRIVIA
QUEST
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TRIVIA WINNERS

The answer to last month’s trivia was 1) A and 2) ginger

Another year has gone and are gone the
shackles of the past, insecurities, and regrets
of last year. Take a deep breath and start
fresh. adios 2020 thank goodness, last year is
another fallen leaf from the tree of life. It’s
time to bring on the new buds, the new hopes
of 2021. Let’s get to the trivia!
This Italian salad has, as its base, dry or stale
bread that has been soaked in water, then
squeezed dry. The moistened bread is then
crumbled and dressed with olive oil, vinegar,
salt, pepper, and herbs and tossed with
chopped tomatoes and/or other diced
veggies.
What is the name of the salad?
A) caponata
B) giardiniera
C) Panzanella
Fax

or email me with the answer and win a great
prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com

Eggnog is a very simple to make. gently whisk the milk,
sugar, cream, and eggs in a saucepan until it becomes
warm and slightly thickened. serve in a glass or mug and
add a sprinkle of nutmeg on top.it is believed that
gingerbread houses originated in Germany. The shaped
gingerbread biscuit is made to look like a house, with the
walls and roof held together with icing (frosting). The
outside is decorated with more colored icing and different
types of sweets or candy.
Congratulations to our winners: Martha @ Executive Inn,
Eva @ Millie’s Kitchen, Joanne @ Spike’s Produce, Ana
@ Ronaker’s Coffee Shop, Grady @ CoffeeTime, Anna
@ Fern Lodge and Brooke @ The Danielsen Co.
January celebrity birthdays:
Mel Gibson
3rd
George Foreman
10th
Michelle Obama
17th
Dolly Parton
19th
Ellen DeGeneres
26th

(65)
(72)
(57)
(75)
(63)

Actor
boxer
Former 1st Lady
Singer
TV host

“I don’t suppose anybody on earth likes gingerbread
better than I do and gets less than I do ~ Abraham Lincoln

BAY CITIES PRODUCE, INC.
2109 Williams Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 346-4943
FAX (510) 352-4704
www.baycitiesproduce.com

